
Pope Francis declares WAR against
Bible believing Christians!

I first posted this in 2014. It could be Pope Francis will again do something
to stop the current slaughter in Gaza showing that he has more power than any
civil authority.

“A fundamentalist group, although it may not kill anyone, although
it may not strike anyone, is violent. The mental structure of
fundamentalists is violence in the name of God.” — Pope Francis

This is a virtual decoration of war against all Bible believing Christians!

Partial transcript

As many of you out there should already know, on this past June 8th (2014),
Pope Francis was able to organize an historic peace talk within the confines
of the Vatican between the two critical players of the Middle East which are
Israel and Palestine, two factions which have had a long-standing feud for
quite some time now. But what made that event even more historic in nature is
that Pope Francis by some means, was able to organize these peace talks just
weeks after the United States of America’s peace talks between Israel and
Palestine, which they sponsor for them, miserably collapsed in failure!

So Pope Francis has some very interesting timing, don’t you think? But if
that event all by itself wasn’t historic enough for you, Pope Francis made
more history at the same time at the same venue, by organizing a very unusual
prayer summit between the three religions of the world to come together and
pray for peace and forgiveness and for God to bless creation at the same time
in the Vatican. Islam, Judaism, and Christianity represented by the Pope
united in prayer for peace.

Ladies and gentlemen, you may have not noticed this, but when Pope Francis
did this, he was getting on the world loudspeaker making a very clear and
profound announcement to the inhabitants of our world. And the announcement
he was making is this:

“Ladies and gentlemen of the world, leaders of our world, you see that the
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world’s global leading civil superpower, the United States of America, failed
miserably in bringing about peace between these two feuding factions in the
Middle East. However, where the United States of America, the world’s leading
civil superpower failed, the world’s leading religious power, the papacy, led
by its Pope, will be successful in fomenting peace amongst these two feuding
factions. And ladies and gentlemen of the world, you know that there’s no
other religious denomination or religious leader in existence that can bring
about peace and unity amongst all the faiths in our world. However, there is
one religious leader, the Pope, that does have the power and authority to
bring about peace and unity amongst all the faiths in our world.”

Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you realize what you saw. When Pope Francis held
these two events simultaneously, he was strategically positioning himself in
the midst to declare himself as the only world leader, the singular sovereign
moral entity in this world, that can bring about peace and unity within the
realms of civil power as well as peace and unity within the realms of
religion and faith. He was presenting himself as the world’s pre-eminent
moral authority in both Church and State.

But if that wasn’t enough, maintaining his Usain Bolt (Jamaican retired
sprinter, widely considered to be the greatest sprinter of all time) like
pace, Pope Francis just days after these historic peace talks and that
historic prayer summit, had an interview with the Spanish magazine La
Vanguardia, at which point he was asked a very intriguing question which drew
out of him a more blood-curdling response. And the question the interviewer
asked Pope Francis was this: What are his thoughts on fundamentalism? This
was his response:

“A fundamentalist group, although it may not kill anyone, although it may not
strike anyone, is violent. The mental structure of fundamentalists is
violence in the name of God.”

Now ladies and gentlemen, if you don’t find this statement from Pope Francis
even a little bit disturbing, it’s either because you really don’t have in
your mind an accurate definition of what a fundamentalist is, or orange may
be the new black, but you’re still watching entirely too much reality
television, because this statement that was made by Pope Francis was a
virtual declaration of war against all true Bible believing Christians! You
see the term fundamentalist, although you may have heard it kicked around too
many times after the 9/11 fiasco, so when you think of fundamentalist, you
think of radical Islam and terrorism. But originally did you know that the
term fundamentalist was coined to define Christians?

There were some Bible conferences that were held in between 1878 through 1897
called the Niagara Bible Conferences. Fundamentalism was originated from
those conferences. Then fundamentalism bloomed in the United States of
America around 1901, and it bloomed as a result of Christians wanting to
fight back against this tide of secularism, Darwinism, and higher criticism
that was coming into the church to define the truth of the Bible. They wanted
to get back to Bible truth. So fundamentalism came into existence.

Now there are five doctrines, five beliefs that are used to define a



fundamentalist. Two of these doctrines or beliefs are, that if an individual
believes that the Bible is the infallible Word of God, that individual is a
fundamentalist. And if an individual believes in the literal physical
personal second coming of Jesus Christ, that individual is a fundamentalist.

And I know that it may be hard for many of you out there to really believe
that Pope Francis, or any other Roman Catholic bishop for that matter, truly
believes that a person who believes that the Bible is an infallible Word of
God and that Jesus Christ is going to literally personally return to Planet
Earth for the second time are people that are worthy of being defined as
violent fundamentalists.


